
COP 3530 – Data Structures
Homework 3

Full grade: 20 points

Please read carefully the homework-solving guidelines mentioned in the
syllabus before you start this homework. Plagiarism is absolutely

unacceptable.

1 Problem description

This a story about an old robot named Tron, a garbage collector. Tron can work
in environments that have empty navigable spaces in between, separated by obstacles
(walls, etc.). Tron has a built-in stack-based algorithm using which it can find its way to
exit starting from a certain start location. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
environment has exactly one exit. For cleaning purposes, Tron is airdropped to a certain
empty location in the environment. Its job is to clean garbage on the way to exit. In our
case, the environments are just m×n rectangular grids. Assume that m,n ≥ 1. This means
an environment has m rows and n columns. The rows are numbered from 0 to m − 1 and
the columns from 0 to n− 1. In our figures, the top row is numbered 0 and the left column
is numbered 0. Except for the start and the end grid cells, every grid cell is either empty
or has an obstacle in it.
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See an example below where m = 7,n = 8. The start location is denoted by R (stands
for ‘robot’) and the exit is denote by E. In this problem, a 1 represents an obstacle and this
means Tron cannot visit this cell. A 0 represents an empty cell where Tron can move to if
there is a path leading to it. Tron, being an old robot, can move only in 4 directions from
an empty cell. It can move one cell down, up, left, or right at a time. Of course, a smarter
robot can move diagonally too. But Tron can’t!

0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
R 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

We will use dots to represent the empty cells that are visited by Tron when it tries to
find the exit. See the figure next.

0 0 0 . . . E 0
0 1 1 . 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 . . . 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 . 1 0
. . . . 1 . 1 0
. . 1 . 1 . 1 0
R . 1 . . . 1 0

The stack-based algorithm we are going to discuss next will produce the above kind
of outputs when run on input mazes. Note that there could be multiple paths to the exit
but this algorithm will return one correct path only. The algorithm can report if there is
no path from the start location to the exit. In this problem, the answers are unique always.
Now, let us discuss the algorithm that you need to implement.

1. Initialize an empty stack S that can hold cells. In our case, a cell is simply a pair of
integers i, j where i the row number and j is the column number. Clearly, 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1
and 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1.

2. Define a variable currentCell initialized with the start cell.

3. While it is seen that the currentCell is not the exit cell, do the following:

(a) Mark the currentCell as visited.
(b) Push onto S, the unvisited empty neighboring cells of the currentCell strictly

in the following order: down, up, left, and right. These cells can be represented
by the following four integer pairs respectively: (i − 1, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j − 1), and
(i, j + 1). Note that in some cases some or all of these cannot be pushed onto S
since they are either non-empty and/or have been visited already.
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(c) If S is empty, report that path cannot be found and terminate the algorithm.
Otherwise pop a cell from S and make it the currentCell and continue with
the next iteration of the loop.

2 Implementation details

Before you start coding, make sure the algorithm is clear to you.

• The class needed for this problem is named ExitFinder.

• ExitFinder has a nested class named Cell that is used to represent the cells in the
input maze.

• The statement import stacksandqueues.*; is required since we are using the
LinkedStack discussed in the lectures to implement the algorithm. Please do not
alter this. In case you did not create the package stacksandqueues yet, please do it
now.

• The input maze files have the following specific format. The first line contains two
integers m and n separated by a space. The next m lines contain n characters each,
separated by single white spaces. In total , the input file contains 1+mn non-empty
lines. See the example input maze files provided with this homework to have a
better understanding. Recall that the start location is denoted by R and the exit is
denote by E.

• You can use an additional m × n boolean matrix named visitMatrix (already de-
clared for you) to maintain the information which cells are already visited.

3 Your tasks

1. Complete the ExitFinder constructor that reads the input maze file and populates
the m×n character array named environment. Every cell in this array should contain
either 0, 1, R, or E. Note that R and E appear exactly once in the input maze. Once
this is done, the toString method should help you to check if the environment
matrix has been correctly populated or not. You can refer to the file reading classes
discussed in the lectures. You must use the classes FileReader and BufferedReader
to read from a input maze file. See our lecture slides to see how these work together.

2. Do not start this step unless you are done implementing the constructor correctly. Imple-
ment the stack-based algorithm inside the findExitPathStackBased method. This
method should populate the routeMatrix accordingly. This matrix is the same as
the environmentmatrix with the exception that the visited cells are marked by dots.
You can then use the sendSolutionTo method for sending the algorithm output to
a file and check for correctness. See the class file for more details.
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This method must set the boolean variable pathExists to false if the algorithm
fails to find a solution.

Study the input maze files and the expected output files to gain more understanding
of what you need to do.

4 What to deliver?

Upload just the file ExitFinder.java to Canvas. Feel free to define additional helper
methods wherever needed. No need to upload anything else.

In this assignment, you are not allowed to use any built-in Java data structures such as
LinkedList, Stack, Queue, ArrayList, etc. Since we are learning data structures, we
need to see how they work under the hood.

Commenting is highly encouraged. Please test thoroughly before submission. You will
be given zero if your program does not compile or gives unnecessary warnings. Please
do not create any custom Java package for this submission.

You are allowed to submit your solutions multiple times. We will grade your latest
submission only.

5 For algorithm lovers (no extra grade for this though)

Investigate what happens if we use a queue instead of a stack in the algorithm. Of
course, we should use enqueue and dequeue operations in the places of push and pop
operations.
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